I am curious: grey

There’s never any information in the newspapers, which is why this is being written. Everyone seems to be trying to stop MIT. It’s all fake anyway, and if that’s revealed, the government might get wise to the stunt. Fortunately, Wessel has committed one brigade of heavy-duty drones and a battalion of engineers to stop them from finding anything out. These veterans have reported back well in showing knowledge to the students, but I know nothing of this.

Meanwhile, MIT’s Lock-on Labs have received a contract to develop an automatic system to continuously generate a shocking-over of the Asian peoples. Wessel says he didn’t know anything about this, but I believe him. You wouldn’t know anything either if you took twenty Volts a day.

Wessel is also a director of Canin-Abel, a small electronics contractor—which is reportedly developing visual countermeasures devices which will interfere with normal sight by making the entire universe turn a silver-plated shade of grey. I tried to bludgeon Paul “Institute” Grey to ask him about this project, but he couldn’t find him.

Down at the Center for International Capitalism, those notorious criminals against humanity, Professors Ethel D. Spermen, Dr. Walt Creek, and Mr. Mitchell Tiredfag, another Honey Milkem, have reported preliminary versions of the deadly psychological warfare projects 13.802, 5.810, 24.111, and 17.823.

Letters

To his majesty:

This is your latest laughable imitation of a newspaper that you publish. Of course, your qualifications for the board. This was done, you claim, in an effort to present all views so that everyone could read your editorial dictionary of libel, into which your philo-liberal efforts must surely fall. After checking several dictionaries, I am assured of your complete, malicious intent to destroy me. Look here little man, it misrepresents the facts, slandered me, and closes with a threat. It occurs to me that publication of such a letter can hardly be considered responsible, even by a neiatn like you.

Bruce Martin ’73

(On the basis of previous decisions, our lawyers will be in touch by return mail with our libel charges against you. The editors also ask, “Was the deer really alive?”)

To his majesty:

As a freelance philosopher-biologist I was not so write by the current exchange of letters which have appeared in your pages concerning philosophy. You tell me your Harris, another popular style, that one style or another is being encouraged to predominate. But years ago, at the feet of a master, I learned something which might put an end to the incessant chatter and to the moronic schemes of the Professor Cadavers:

“Taste that. That which is not is not. That which is not is not.”

“Ralph Chitt ’78

(The editor replies: It is.)

To his majesty:

The letter published immediately above this one is an insult to philosophizing everywhere. It betrays the intellec, the neglecting, careful and scientific methods with which my opponents approach the task of research. It is thus really a denial of a letter, and is not a matter of semantics, or playing with words. It is a matter of language analysis and careful definition of terms. How can we examine the world around us? How do we know what we know? We follow the rules. For indeed, it has often been said that rules make to be learned only when they are different. I could even be said to be the same.

E. Manne1 Can’t Do

To his majesty

Isn’t it a rather easy way to fill the paper by taking up letters, like the two before this one? One could easily poison a letter at not yet published. I could not possibly respond to a letter not yet published. But I would be glad to do so. Unless I were you. Besides, when you keep printing letters on the same topics for a week, people bounded to get a little suspicious. What’s the matter, can’t you publish only one, a 20 inches of BS or Feir again another 300?

And by the way, stealing this whole section for the people can almost as cheap as naming me after a typewriter.

Remington Rand Electric

FOREMAY 27, 1970.

INSTITUTE HURDLES TOWARDS APOCALYPSE, AS LABS MOVING WHILE RADICALS PROLIFERATE

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27, 1970

NIXON ANNOUNCES CAVING U.S. TROOPS BESIEGE HANOI

INSTITUTE TO CLOSE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1971

WEASEL TO HEAD INSTITUTE

THREE OUT OF THE LAST FOUR REAMERS HAVE BEEN RIGHT MAYBE WE KNOW SOMETHING THAT YOU DON’T. READ THE DAILY REAMER AND SUNDAY SOURCOUT.